
Oregon City Historic Districts Design Guidelines for New Construction, Check list for consideration 

GENERAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES: The appropriate design of new buildings is an extremely important consideration fo_r historic 
districts. A compatible design supports the integrity of the district, while an incompatible and historically inappropriate de~ign dirliWishes the 
character of the district. This is especially true for portions of a district that have discontinuity among their historic properties and;;:'. 
neighborhoods. . ·~' ::~ 

' i ~ ... (") 

STYLE COMPATIBLE: While there may be several styles dominant within the district, the specific choice of a style shalJ; ~ co~patible 
with adjacent properties, the block, and the neighborhood. It also must be fitting for the particular function of the building and·its Sif:e. 

,,. ;;:_• 

SITING PRINCIPLES: Residential buildings are to face the street squarely with their primary face in full view, and to be set ba<rlofrom lot 
lines and be spaced from one another similar to the immediate neighborhood. The primary structure is to be placed in the primary t-;;sition with 
accessory structures in a service or ancillary position except where topography is an issue. Yard area between the house and street to primarily 
he planted with minimal paving only for pedestrian access and for vehicle movement. More private activity spaces to be located at the less 
public areas of the site. 

BUILDING FORM PRINCIPLES: Address the overall size, shape and bulk of the building. The architectural style used for the building 
defines many aspects of its appropriate form and proportions. Excessive variation in the size, shape, or configuration creates an inappropriate 
solution that is stylistically incorrect and not complementary to the district. The building form needs to relate to the buildings in the immediate 
neighborhood, and to take into account both similarities and changes on the block. The new building form shall reference the principles, 
proportions and scale of a historically appropriate style. 

DESIGN COMPOSITION PRINCIPLES: Include a range of more detailed design issues that address groups of elements, individual 
elements, their design and how they relate to the overall composition and finish. The principles place a traditional emphasis on the design's 
composition as seen from the exterior, rather than as a result of interior functional planning requirements. They also outwardly convey a sense 
of quality craftsmanship. The design composition principles, being more detailed, and stylistically dependent, are typically developed after the 
previous principles are resolved. These principles also reflect historically appropriate materials, respective finishes, and unobtrusive 
integration of new technology. 

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT PRINCIPLES: Involve construction in the public right of way. The work may be engineering in nature and 
built by government, or it may be private but adjacent to the public way serving the public in a similar capacity. These projects are important 
for the historic district since public space accounts for a large proportion of the district's area and has a significant impact on the setting, 
context, delivery of services, and movement through the district. 

The Public Improvement principles indicate how current engineering and construction can be made appropriate by utilizing materials, finishes, 
and design that supports the historic nature of the district. 



The Guidelines appreciate that certain engineering, public safety, and other institutional work may have, by nature, certain technological or 
regulatory requirements and that these may conflict with these design guidelines. Work may also interface, modify, or remove existing historic 
construction. In these Situations City staff and the HRB shall work with the agencies to develop the best design and preservation solution for 
the district, or appropriate mitigation measures. It should be noted that extensive regrading or removal of vegetation shall also be considered 
for HRB review. 

CANEMAH RESIDENTIAL BUILDING STYLES: 

VERNACULAR In the Canemah Neighborhood the most prevalent extant architectural style is Vernacular, built between 1867-
1929. Important style characteristics as found on houses in the Canemah District to be used for new construction are noted below. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STYLE: 

Site: 

1. No uniform front setback; South of 3rd Street: houses may face front or side depending on topography. 

2. Lots range from SOxlOO to lOOxlOO and contain a single house. 

3. Properties edges often not defined; where fenced, primarily picket or low slat at front with side or partial returns. 

4. Planting: South of 3rd Street: forest setting, native and ornamental plantings form visual screen and sense of privacy; elsewhere on the 
more level portions: lawn and planted area around buildings. 

5. House Placement: to suit the existing topography and most level lot portion especially south of 3rd Street. 

6. Retaining walls: stone, mortared or stacked basalt, or concrete south of 3rd Street, especially in proximity with street. 

7. Garages: Not found historically; informal graveled or paved parking next to street or along house; New garages to be located along side or 
behind house. Where topography is a concern, locate garage offset from building primary facade, close to street with direct access. 

8. Accessory Buildings: detached, behind alongside of house and located to allow use of particular function. 

9. Streets: South of 3rd Street: narrow, without curbs or sidewalks; casual pedestrian paths and connecting stairs are encouraged 



Building Form: 

I. Form easily allows additions and alterations such as increases in family size, activities or changing technology; generally smaller in size 
than McLoughlin. 

2. Shape: rectangular in plan, with smaller rectangular combinations to primary form; Rectangular or square form reinforced on facade. L
plan, T-plan options. 

3. Height: Maximum 1 \12 stories in height; Basement option. Proportions: Height (eave) to maximum width: 1: 1 Height to Depth: can vary 
greatly. 

4. Roof: gable, of not less than 8: 12 pitch, 10: 12 and steeper are preferred. No cross-gable roofs; possible wing or addition with lower ridge
line that is perpendicular or is offset. 

Design Composition: 

I. Lacks rigid system of exterior detailing that makes it a clearly definable architectural style; allows design flexibility and is inherently varied. 

2. Designed and built without assistance of a trained architect. Collaborative design evolved with homeowner and builder, based on familiar 
styles, features and products. 

3. Can combine features from other architectural styles popular during the historic period; simpler designs than McLoughlin. 

4. Porch: full or partial length at the front entry; if close to the ground, no railings; at main story only. 

5. Dormers: None. 

6. Materials: local, readily available. 

7. Windows: 1: 1, double hung windows. 

8. Siding: horizontal board siding; typically ship-lap, or channel; occasionally bevel. 

9. Ornament: Exterior decoration is modest, consisting of scroll-work brackets at the top of porch pillars, plain comer-boards and simple 
window trim. Most houses do not feature spindle-work in the peaks of their gable roofs. Interior fireplaces and chimneys. 



CHARACTER GUIDELINES: 

USE OF SITE: How the site is planned to be used. Good Examples - Not Allowed Examples 

Access: Good Example: 1. typically, the shortest path, unless topographic considerations; 

2. Vehicle access to be alongside of building, at rear or from alley. 

Not Allowed: I. Lack of sidewalk to main entry, circuitous path; 

2. Vehicle drive in front of primary facade. 

Building to Open Area: Good Example: Lot Coverage: Houses to cover less than half a typical lot. 

Topography Use: 

Not Allowed: I. Residences with R3.5 or R6 zoning of more than 40% lot coverage; 

Good Example: 

2. Canemah residences with R2 zoning of more than 40% lot coverage; 

3. Canemah South of 3rd Avenue Residences on lots of 5,000 square feet or less with R6 zoning; 

4. More than 30% lot coverage. 

I. Site houses according to neighboring or contextual practice. 

2. At sloping sites, houses were sited at most the easily built portions of the lot; 

3. At up-sloping sites the main level was raised. 

4. At down-slope sites the main level was close to grade; 

5 .. Lowered Cross-slope sites utilized the easiest access. 

6. Residential garages may extend to front property line at up or down sloping sites. 

Not Allowed: I. Extensive regrading of lot to raise or lower the main level of a house; 



Landscaping: 
annuals for interest; 

Paying: 

Site Features: 

2. Tall walls to alter the natural topography for building siting or yard leveling purposes; 

3. Foundations, piers or piling more than 1 story in height above natural grade. 

Good Example: I. Residences to utilize a front yard with lawn panel, small-scale shrubs or perennials, and 

2. Similar treatment at side yards facing the public way. Larger scale plantings to be at rear 
yard; 

3. Canemah, South of 3rd Avenue: native planting mixture, large shrubs and trees are 
appropriate for any yard. Houses to maintain a sense of privacy to each other; 

4. Minimize the removal of trees over 6" in diameter by adjusting house siting, limit tree cutting 
outside of the house footprint. Replant to preserve tree canopy. 

Not Allowed: Canemah, South of 3rd: clear cutting oflot. 

Good Examples: Pavement at front and side yards facing the public way is limited to sidewalks and driveway. 

Not Allowed: Patios, courtyards and parking spaces between the front (or side where exposed) of the building 
and the street. 

Good Examples: 1. Secondary features to support the design and character of the building and to not obscure its 
visibility from the public way; 

2. Decorative walls, fences and hedges at front yard to face of building to be no more than 3 Y2 feet 
high; entry arbors and gates are accepted; 

3. Retaining and structural walls to be minimized; to be faced or finished to complement the 
district where constructed. 

Not Allowed: I. Elements that significantly obscure or detract from the primary sides of the building; 



2. Tall walls and fences in the front and front portion of side yards large decorative landscape 
elements in the front yard, such as a gazebo, fountain, pool, statue; 

3. Temporary structures in the front yard to face of building unfinished structural walls; 

4. Cribbing, Gabion Basket Stone Walls unless obscured with plant covering. 

Equipment, Technology: Good Examples: 1. Site located equipment and technology developed after the period of significance to be 
minimized in appearance and located at less visible areas; 

2. Required utility, public safety, and governmental equipment should follow the guidelines as 
possible; 

3. Where difficulties arise review mitigation measures with City design staff and the HRB. 

Not Allowed: Obtrusive equipment such as solar collectors, mechanical units, satellite dishes [other future 
technology] in the front yard. 

BUILDING PLACEMENT, How buildings are located on the site: 

Orientation: 

Spacing: 

Good Examples: I. Locate the primary side and entry of the building facing the public way. Typically, this side is 
parallel to the street; 

respect orientation; 

2. Maintain similar orientation of neighboring historic buildings; 

3. At reverse comer lots [the entry faces the side street on the end of the block], both sides must 

4. Canemah, South of 3rd: Orientation depends on specific site topography, but generally 
orthogonal or square to the street. 

Not Allowed: I. Skewed and angled building placement; 

2. Primary building side facing the interior or side lot line. 

Good Examples: 1. Maintain similar spacing to context buildings and the neighborhood; 



2. Canemah, South of 3rd: House spacing is more irregular, but privacy is to be maintained; 

3. Adjust the siting to preserve mature plantings; 

4. Houses closer than 15 feet to the lot line require visual screening from one another; 

5. Divisions and Individual Historic Properties: Use spacing of similarly styled and sized historic 
context buildings. 

Not Allowed: I. irregularly spaced buildings within a regularly spaced neighborhood context, or regularly 
spaced buildings within an irregularly spaced neighborhood context; 

2. Crowded building sites from too large of building or too small oflot dimension Houses spaced 
tightly together, or disrupting the neighborhood rhythm; 

3. Spacing that diminishes the historic quality of existing historic resources. 

BUILDING PLACEMENT BUILDING, How buildings are located on the site: 

Setbacks: Good Examples: 

Not Allowed: 

Accessory Buildings: Good Examples: 

Not Allowed: 

1. Maintain setbacks at front and sides similar to context buildings and the neighborhood; 

2. Canemah, South of 3rd: houses with down-slope lots may have greatly reduced front yard. 

Building placement that is uncharacteristic to the block or neighborhood. 

1. Accessory buildings are subservient to the primary building and provide auxiliary use; 

2. They are to be located at less visible areas such as the side or back of the primary building; 

3. Where topography issues arise, detached garages may be located in the front yard if offset from 
the main facade. 

I. Placement of buildings that diminishes the historic resource or neighborhood quality; 

2. Accessory buildings in the front yard in front of the main facade; 



3. Temporary structures in the front yard in front of the face of the building. 

BUILDING FORM - SIZE, The overall size of the building and that relationship to its style and context: 

Height: 
chosen; 

Width: 

Good Examples: 

Not Allowed: 

Good Examples: 

Not Allowed: 

I. the building heights to be similar to the neighborhood historic context and appropriate to the style 

2. Important Heights include: • Main level height above grade • Grade to eave and main ridge • 
Grade to parapet • Individual story height • Number of stories 

I. Residential buildings that vary more than 20% from heights of the historic neighborhood context 
buildings unless approved by the HRB. 

2. Residential building ground levels that are elevated less than 18" above grade, unless there are 
topographic considerations; 

3. Canemah Residential: greater than I Yz story maximum height plus basement. 

Residential: maintain historic height to width ratio range for style. 

Use of building widths that are out of proportion, or exceed the range for their historic style. 

SHAPE, The overall geometry of the building created by its primary and secondary volumes: 

Primary: Good Examples: Residential buildings formed with a primary single rectangular form or with the addition of 
subordinate rectangular form to create a wing, 'L', or addition. 

Not Allowed: Oblique, skewed, diagonal primary exterior walls, curved or rounded walls. 

Secondary: Good Examples: I. Rectangular for additions, porches, bays, and detached buildings; joined to primary form at a right 
angle (orthogonality); 



2. Rectangular, faceted bays or porches where style allows. 

Not Allowed: Special features (tower or similar) by HRB approval. 

Roof: Good Examples: 1. Gable roof slopes to have equal pitch; 

2. Residential: Gable primary roofs with pitch 8:12 or greater [6:12 for Bungalow]; 

3. Porch or bay roofs may have lower slope, may have hip if style allows. 

4. Roofs to have a minimum of 1 foot overhang with a maximum of 3 feet; where soffitted the 
enclosure is typically parallel to the rafters. 

Not Allowed: 1. Mansard, clipped gable, shed, for primary roofs; 

2. Canemah: cross gabled roofs; a secondary wing or addition with a perpendicular gable at the 
main roof ridge-line; allowable if it is a lower story or lower ridge-line. 

MASS & BULK, A measure of the overall size of the building: 

Context Scale: 
siting and use. 

Volumes: 
added space; 

Good Examples: 

Not Allowed: 

Good Examples: 

integrate into historic styles. 

Not Allowed: 

Context scale is the relative or apparent size of the building in relation to its neighbors and includes 

Buildings out of scale to their context or use. 

1. Residential buildings incorporated space within the roofline [a half story J and the basement for 

2. Canemah: maintain historic residential massing. Non rectangular volumes are more difficult to 

1. Buildings with excessive mass for the style chosen or neighborhood in which located; 



2. Long, uninterrupted wall planes facing the public way; utilize projections, recesses or wall 
elements to breakup such planes. 

Recesses: Good Examples: 1. Provide recessed volumes in proportion to the main volume to provide interest, weather protection 
and the break up large volumes; 

2. Residential Buildings: Provide recesses, cut away bays to create style appropriate bay windows, 
porches and entries. 

Not Allowed: 1. Recesses used excessively or in a way that diminishes or overelaborates the traditional style; 

2. Repetitive or cumulative recesses that detract from the rhythm or style of the building form. 

DESIGN COMPOSITION, The particular building design and character: 

Style: Good Examples: 1. Select a particular style that is appropriate for the building use and size; 

2. Maintain stylistic consistency in the design of the building; some variety is typical; 

3. The districts have variety of styles developed over a period of time; 

4. There were no large scale developments that produced multiple buildings of the same style over a 
short period; 

5. Canemah: adjacent historic houses vary in form, design and style, new infill to differentiate, but 
continue this pattern. 

Not Allowed: I. Combination of various stylistic elements in a manner that detracts from the primary design; 

2. Duplication of the same, slightly altered or mirrored design on adjoining sites- no 'cookie cutter'. 



COMPOSITION CHARACTERISTICS, There are multiple characteristics that must work together to create a successful design 
composition: 

Symmetry: Good Examples: 1. Symmetry is the balance of elements and materials on the facade and of the volumes of the building; 

2. Historic buildings extensively utilized symmetrical arrangements in their composition; 

3. Some styles are asymmetric in organization but yet 'balanced' such as a bay on the left side 
balancing a porch or tower on the right side. 

Not Allowed: Composition without symmetry or balance. 

Proportion: Good Examples: 1. Proportion is the relationship of height to width dimension of windows, doors and other building 
elements, their sizing to each other and to the facade of the building. 

2. Utilize the proportional relationships found in the traditional styles. 

Not Allowed: 1. Buildings and elements on buildings with disproportionate or exaggerated dimensions; 

2. Residential windows having width to height dimensions other than the historic range, generally 
l:l-2Y2. 

Rhythm: Good Examples: 1. Rhythm is the spacing and repetition of elements on a facade of the building; 

2. It is also the spacing and mixture of repetitive fronts of buildings along a street; 

3. It can be thought of the 'music' made by the building; 

4. For Example: Windows placed proportionally along all four elevations and in context with the 
architecture. 

Not Allowed: 1. visible side and rear walls with large blank or void areas; 

2. Abstract compositions are generally problematic. 



Pattern & Texture: Good Examples: 
horizontal siding or shingles; 

rough stone; 

Not Allowed: 

Porches: Good Examples: 

1. Pattern refers to the effect of large areas of smaller dimensional elements; such as created by 

2. Texture refers to the surface of the facade and its flatness and finish; such as a sanded plaster or 

3. Most traditional materials provide sufficient texture and pattern. 

Excessive pattern changes and differences in pattern scale. 

I. Residential front porches to define the main entry, provide shelter, and outdoor living space; 

2. Porches are typically close to the main floor level, with roof covering, skirting to grade, and 
accessed from the public way and yard, typically with stairs. 

3. May be projecting, recessed or a combination depending on style chosen. 

4. Porches to be designed and finished as part of the architecture, often with slightly more 
ornamentation than the main structure to highlight the entry. 

5. Side and rear porches to be secondary in nature, but to be consistent in design with the primary 
porch. 

Not Allowed: I. Wrap around front porches where not stylistically appropriate; 

2. Upper level porches except at multifamily or commercial buildings where style allows; 

3. Porches that are not consistent with the architectural style, without roofs (except secondary 
service accesses or those at grade); 

4. Porches that are overly ornate for the chosen style. 

GROUPED ELEMENTS, Elements that are often grouped into assemblies to be consistent with the architectural style: 



Dormers: Good Examples: I. Dormers provide additional use and light for upper half story floor areas and further define and 
enrich the building architecture; 

2. Design and materials to match the chosen style. Dormers here were typically modest in size and 
number; 

3. Design dormers to fit the scale and proportions of the house; 

4. Shed dormer roofs are typically lower sloped than the main roof and join that roof below its main 
ridge; 

5. Houses generally have no more than one front facing dormer. 

Not Allowed: 1. Dormers not consistent with the architecture and scale of the building; 

2. Excessive number of dormers; 

3. Canemah: Dormers are not allowed on Vernacular style houses. 

Exterior Stairways: Good Examples: I. Exterior stairways at the building front to give access only to the main level, and to be less than five 
feet in height; 

2. They are to be consistent with the building style; 

3. Upper level stairways to be within the building envelope, except as noted below; 

4. Lower Level Stairs: uncovered stairs may be used for basements and lower levels. 

Not Allowed: 1. Exterior stairways exceeding five feet in height at the front of buildings; 

2. Stairways not designed or finished consistent with the buildings style and architecture. 

Breezeways & Connectors: Good Examples: I. Breezeways and covered walkways provide sheltered links between buildings and accessory 
structures; 



2. They can provide access to or separation from different building uses, as a means for reducing 
large building massing and to promote use of accessory buildings. 

Not Allowed: Canemah, South of 3rd: Use of breezeways or covered walkways by HRB approval. 















                                                                                                           Date:     4-1-17 

City of Oregon City Review Board
Oregon City Or.

To whom it may concern,

As a property owner in the near vicinity I would like to express concern in two areas 
regarding the proposed cottage home development (HR 16-09 - 14) in the Canemah 
Historic District.  
Architectural styling:
I share what seems to be a prevalent concern that the buildings as currently rendered 
with large glass walls, gable windows, cutaway roof decks etc. are significantly 
contemporary in design. The published General Design Principles state that “Use of 
other styles dilutes and distracts from the historic context of the district” and while it is 
noted and appreciated that the most significant departures from historic architecture are 
directed inward I believe the overall styling falls short of being respectful to existing 
historic structures as required.
Density:
While the previously mentioned architectural concerns are understandably subjective in 
nature, I believe a more objective concern is that of density in the number of dwellings 
on the site. The applicant has made effort to address density from the perspective of 
ratio of building footprint to site size, however the only comment I discover in the design 
guidelines relative to density of number of dwellings notes a single house on lots
 50x100 to100x100. There is mention of typical location of accessory buildings but these 
would historically have been utility in nature. It would seem that barring amended design 
guidelines specifically addressing more recent base zone provisions for enhanced 
density such as ADU’s, PUD’s and cottage homes, a legal interpretation of the more 
restrictive historic overlay would preclude these variations.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Robert D. Green 
                                  

7537 SE 116th Ave
Phone/Fax: 503-760-6642
rdgreencontractor@yahoo.com
CCB #7999

mailto:rdgreencontractor@yahoo.com
mailto:rdgreencontractor@yahoo.com


                                                                                                         Date:      7-19-2017
City of Oregon City Historic Review Board
Oregon City, Or.

As a nearby property owner I would like to express continuing  concern regarding the 
proposed cottage home development at 4th and Miller in the Canemah Historic District - 
MD 17-01 - 6.  Please review  the concerns expressed in my comments regarding HR 
16-09 - 14 dated 4-17-17 for context as those concerns remain with the current 
application.
Architecture:
The architecture of the buildings though repeatedly represented as Vernacular are 
simply not consistent with the description of historic Vernacular design in the historic 
district guidelines. I personally feel the buildings and site layout are very well designed 
and fully  understand the value of the large window walls, cut-away decks, etc. in 
making a connection with the outdoors, particularly with small dwellings, and 
acknowledge the effort to orient those more extreme design departures away from 
prominent public view, however by any measure they are significant departures. As 
such it seems approval would need to rest on a convincing case that such design 
departures are justifiable uniquely to this property and are respectful of the historic 
architecture which is a very subjective decision and questionable in my view - potentially  
opening the door in future applications to a variety of non-conforming designs 
represented as respectful of the historic architecture. The applicant has done a 
laudable, exhaustive job of inventorying neighborhood designs and features to support 
his proposal, however nearly all pre-dates the current design guidelines which to my 
understanding were implemented specifically to bring more conformity in future 
development with historic styles to preserve the historic character of the neighborhood.
Density:
As detailed in my previous comments I believe a significant objective concern remains 
with the number of dwellings proposed. While the number is reduced by one from the 
previous proposal, it is still in excess of the typical 1 dwelling per 50x100 lot (or less 
depending on topography or other site constraints) and even though variations to 
increase density such as ADUs or cottage home concepts are increasingly being 
adopted the National Historic District is understandably more restrictive and as such it 
seems a more comprehensive evaluation of compatibility with National Historic District 
goals would need to be undertaken and the published design guidelines amended to 
specifically address such enhanced density proposals before approval that may 
otherwise be subject to legal challenge.

Respectfully, Dave Green

7537 SE 116th Ave
Phone/Fax: 503-760-6642
rdgreencontractor@yahoo.com
CCB #7999

mailto:rdgreencontractor@yahoo.com
mailto:rdgreencontractor@yahoo.com
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